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longer lived in their ayullu or reducci6n of origin, nonetheless continued to
identify with their Andean ethnic group. The latter, also Indian, had lost or
renounced ethnic identification. By the end of the seventeenth century,
Zulawski finds that many Indian residents of Oruro, especially those who were
yanaconas, had become skilled artisans.
In an interesting discussion of gender among the Indian inhabitants of
Oruro, the author challenges historians who argue that Indian women were
able to manipulate the colonial system more effectively than men. Zulawski
finds that, quite to the contrary, Indian women "experienced the most extreme
oppression under colonialism." Drawing on court cases involving these
women, the author stresses that Indian women lacked rights. She further
argues that women only worked because of dire necessity or because they were
forced to work; however, her own information shows that there was a group
of prosperous market women who owned property ranging from houses to
furniture to religious paintings. It is also important to consider that using
criminal records to examine the position of women tends to exaggerate the
negative aspects of women's lives. Furthermore, the very existence of the
cases which the author uses demonstrates that Indian women had recourse to
Spanish justice.
The author skillfully weaves together a variety of sources including
censuses, official reports, and civil and criminal court cases throughout.
Particularly interesting is Zulawski's ongoing conversation with other Andean
scholars. The book is generally well written, although from time to time it is
somewhat marred by an overdependence on Marxist jargon ("the forces of
capitalist production") and loaded words. Nonetheless, this is an invaluable
study which deserves a place in the growing body of colonial Andean works.
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